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Mythrand Fafis
About Dyslsxia
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A child with dysgraphia has handwriting that is worse than you would normally see in a
child of his age, intelligence, and education level. He may also appear to be unmotivated
or lazy, or what we sometimes refer to as a "reluctant writer." Because he has trouble
expressing his thoughts and ideas in writing, he may avoid writing altogether.

A child with dysgraphia may have trouble with:

I Forming letters, numbers, and words

tr Spelling words correctly

I Organizing thoughts and ideas into written expression

Here are some additionalsigns:

E n tight or awkward pencil grip

! tires quickly while writing

L] Writing is illegible, inconsistent, and has poorly formed letters and numbers

fl writing is slow and labored

f] Complete avoidance of writing

I Oifficulty following spelling and grammar rules

! lncorrect spacing and positioning of letters, words, and lines of written text

I Trouble aligning columns of numbers in math problems

f Oificulty organizing thoughts on paper

f] Trouble with tasks that require concurrent thinking and writing

Do you recognize any of these symptoms in your child?

lf you suspect dysgraphia and have questions about how it affects reading and spelling
instruction, please visit us at: blog.allaboutlearninepress.com/dvseraphia.

Symptoms of Dysgraphia @ 201.6 by All About@ Learning Press,Inc.



V A lesrning issue that makes it hard to
understand eoncepts related to numbers and
do tasks like add and subtract.

V A common clndition. Some experts say
dyscalculia is just as common as dyslexia.

V A common co-occurence, Dyscalculia can
exist on its own but is often found in kids with
issues like dyslexia and ADHD.

$ A sign of low intelligence. You can be very
smart and have dyscalculia.

@ The same thlng as math anxiGty. But it often
co-occurs with this emotional issue, which
involves self-doubt and fear of failure.

$ A lack of effort. Kids with dyscalculia need

different kinds of interventions to make
progress-not more of the same instruction.
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Muhisensory structurad math instruction engages
kids through sight, hearing, movement and touch.

Accommodations, like taking untimed tests or using
blocks or other objects to help solve a math problem,
can help kids show what they know

Assistive technology tools, like calculators and
digital graph paper, can help level the playing field for
kids who struggle with math.
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Mary Tyler Moore
Award-winning actress

Kit Hughes
Tech entrepreneur and
CEO of Look Listen

Cher
Singer and actress
(who also has dyslexia)

Telling time CountingWorking with money,
like making change

/ Re.e.b.ring\
basic math facts,

\ like2+4=6 )

ldentifying
symbols like

+ and - and using

- them corroctly 
.

\

-/
a Understandins \
words relatd to matfi,

a like "greater than" 7
{ Understanding \

how numbers are

(elated to each othy
Telling left
from rightCalculating on

paper or in their head

UndgfStOOd For more information on dyscalculia and how to hetp, visit u.orEldyscalcutia

Dyscalculia Fact Sheet

Dyscalculia 1s...

Kids with dyscalculia
may have trouble with.,.
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Possible Accommodations for
Dyslexia/Dysgraph ia/Dysca lc u lia

*Providing students with more time to complete tasks
*Changing the location of testing to reduce potential distractions
* Provid ing additional support
*Note-taking assistance or scribing for a student
*Allowing access to a computer and assistive technoiogy
*Use of a laptop at school and or for homework (keyboard instead of writing)
*Oral answers instead of written
*Do not penalize handwriting or spelling errors
*Pencil Grips
*Use of a slant board
*speech to text software, then allow the student to edit work
*prefilled study guides
*Worksheets on the computer, not paper
*Extra time for all work
*Oral or video presentations instead of paper projects
*Allow the student to record verbal lessons/directions/lectures
xAccess to a calculator

Famous People with Dyslexia
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